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Abstract 
The 1000 Genomes Project is a foundational resource to modern human biomedicine, serving 
as a standard reference for human genetic variation. Recently, new versions of the 1000 
Genomes Project dataset were released, expressed relative to the current version of the human 
reference sequence (GRCh38) and partially validated by benchmarking against reference truth 
sets from the Genome In A Bottle Consortium. We used our ultrafast genome comparison 
method (genome fingerprinting) to evaluate four versions of the 1000 Genomes Project 
datasets. These comparisons revealed several discrepancies in dataset membership, multiple 
cryptic relationships, overall changes in biallelic SNV counts, and more significant changes in 
SNV counts, heterozygosity and genotype concordance affecting a subset of the individuals. 
Based on these observations, we recommend performing global dataset comparisons, using 
genome fingerprints and other metrics, to supplement ‘best practice’ benchmarking relative to 
predefined truth sets. 
 
Background 
Since its initial release, the 1000 Genomes Project [1] has served as the standard reference for 
human genetic variation, with multiple applications including population structure analyses, 
genotype imputation, association studies, evaluation of gene annotation, improving the 
reference genome itself, and much more [2]. To date, most analyses have relied on the phase 3 
dataset, including 2504 individuals, mapped onto version GRCh37 (hg19) of the human 
reference genome, and released in 2013. We hereafter refer to this dataset as TGP37. The 
2504 individuals in TGP37 were sampled from 26 populations, themselves drawn from five 
regions (Africa, East Asia, South Asia, Europe and the Americas). Genotypes for all individuals 
were estimated based on a combination of whole-genome sequencing, targeted exome 
sequencing and high-density SNP microarrays. The resulting variant calls included biallelic and 
multiallelic SNPs, indels and structural variants. 
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Not long after the initial release of TGP37 data, a new and much improved version of the human 
reference sequence, GRCh38 (hg38), was released, prompting efforts to express TGP phase 3 
variation data relative to this new reference. Initially, TGP37 variants were translated to 
GRCh38 coordinates (via liftOver, http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver), yielding a dataset 
we call TGP38L. More recently, the raw genomic sequence reads were remapped onto 
GRCh38 [3] to support ‘native’ variant calling on the new reference [4]. Two versions of these 
variant calls have been released to date. The first, released in late 2018, was restricted to just 
biallelic SNVs; we call this dataset TGP38S. The second, released in early 2019, included 
biallelic SNVs and indels; we refer to this dataset as TGP38. 
Despite the desirability of including only unrelated individuals in the TGP cohort, a number of 
close and more distant relationships exist within TGP37, as reported by us and others [5]. 
TGP37 is supplemented with a small set of 31 related samples, which we call TGP37r. Likewise, 
a set of 150 related samples accompanies TGP38S and TGP38 - we refer to these in turn as 
TGP38Sr and TGP38r. 
Here, we evaluate the four versions of the TGP (TGP37, TGP38L, TGP38S and TGP38) and 
their associated related samples (TGP37r and TGP38r), in terms of (a) their relative composition 
(shared samples), (b) findings of known and cryptic relatedness as evidenced by genome 
fingerprint comparisons, (c) number of SNVs and level of heterozygosity observed in each 
individual genome, and (d) patterns of SNV loss and genotype concordance when comparing 
pairs of datasets. 
 
Results 

Overview 
We demonstrate the application of genome fingerprints [5] for rapid evaluation of large genome 
datasets relative to each other on the four reported versions of the 1000 Genomes phase 3 data 
(Fig. 1): the original release (GRCh37), these variants lifted to GRCh38 (GRCh37L), as well as 
direct mappings of the reads with (GRCh38) and without (GRCh38S) indels reported (see 
Methods). We used genome fingerprints and other metrics to compare the SNVs reported in 
these genomes. Based on these analyses, we identified a number of discrepancies and quality 
issues, including a missing individual, additional cryptic relations, and a set of genomes with 
significantly fewer SNV counts. 
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Figure 1. Overview of the datasets. A)  Three methods were used to update the TGP genomes to GRCh38: liftOver 
(TGP38L) and remapping individual reads, followed by integrated variant calling resulting in SNVs (TGP38S) or SNV 
and indel calls (TGP38). These datasets were paired for comparison in four ways (blue double arrows) as discussed 
for each comparison. B) Cohort comparison. TGP37 and TGP38L contain the same 2504 genome identifiers; TGP38 
and TGP38S contain the same 2548 identifiers, with 2503 identifiers in common. NA18498 is absent from 
TGP38/TGP38S, which contains 45 identifiers not in TGP37/TGP38L. C) The original set of 31 supplemental ‘related 
samples’ (TGP37r) has expanded to 150 (TGP38r). 

QC evaluation: TGP37 vs. TGP38 
Correlation between genome fingerprints provides a rapid means to estimate relatedness [5], 
and we used this tool to verify that identical genome identifiers corresponded to the same 
individual across datasets. TGP37 and TGP38 appear to be corresponding datasets (SNV and 
indels called from direct mapping of the same reads to different reference genomes), however 
TGP38 differs from TGP37 by omission of one genome identifier (NA18498, population YRI) 
and inclusion of 45 additional identifiers (Table 1). 
The highest fingerprint correlation between NA18498 and any individual from TGP38 is 0.316 
(HG03108, ESN); among the 150 supplemental individuals in TGP38r, the highest correlation is 
0.312 (HG03373, ESN). These values are well below the 0.75 minimal correlation expected for 
versions of the same individual, confirming that NA18498 is indeed absent from TGP38. 
We evaluated the relatedness of the 45 additional individuals in TGP38 by fingerprint 
comparison to TGP37 and TGP38, and observed that most (75%) seem to be related to other 
individuals, some with fingerprint correlations consistent with second-degree relations (Table 1). 
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Table 1: The 45 additional individuals in TGP38, absent from TGP37. None of these individuals have any annotated 
relationships in IGSR, but 34 have fingerprint correlations of at least 45% to other individuals in TGP38. 
 
Fingerprint-based comparisons of the 2503 individuals shared between TGP37 and TGP38 
confirms a one-to-one relationship: for each individual in TGP37 (excluding NA18498, discussed 
above), the highest correlation observed was to the TGP38 individual with the same identifier. 
For 2495 of these, the correlation is well above 0.75, as expected. On the other hand, the 
remaining eight individuals all from the ACB population (Table 2), have between-set correlations 
in the 0.55-0.60 range, which we previously found to be consistent with first-degree 
relationships [5]. An additional eight individuals are more minor outliers: their fingerprint 
correlations (ranging from 0.787 to 0.865) are above the 0.75 cutoff for recognizing them as the 
same individual, but are much lower than observed for other genomes in the dataset (0.885 +/- 
0.0028). 
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Table 2. Observed statistics for the outlier individuals most affected by dataset recomputation from TGP37 to TGP38, 
in comparison to the ‘platinum’ NA12878 genome, the 89 ACB individuals unaffected by this bioinformatic difference, 
and the 2487 similarly unaffected individuals in the entire cohort. 
 
To evaluate the nature of these discrepancies, we tabulated the number of biallelic autosomal 
SNVs observed for each individual genome in each of the four datasets. We observed a 
reduction of ~2% of total SNV count for most individuals (Table 2). This reduction could be 
explained by changes in the reference, including reference/alternate allele switches and 
improved variant calling leading to fewer false positives. The 8 ‘mildly affected’ individuals lost 
3.5%-6.7% of SNVs. In contrast, the 8 ACB individuals described above lost 20-22% of SNVs - 
a very large reduction, not easily accountable for. While this could be a correction of variant 
miscalls in TGP37, it could also reflect false negative calls in TGP38. We compared the SNV 
counts of these eight individuals to those of the remaining 89 ACB individuals (Fig. 2) and 
observed that the TGP37 SNV counts of the eight strongly affected ACB individuals are 
consistent with the rest of this population, but they are outliers in terms of TGP38 SNV counts. 
We further tabulated the heterozygosity fraction for each individual and observed, again, that 
the eight strongly affected ACB individuals become low-heterozygosity outliers relative to their 
population, when transitioning from TGP37 to TGP38 (Table 2). Finally, we computed the 
concordance of the reported genotypes for each individual, i.e., in what fraction of SNVs the 
individual is deemed heterozygous in both datasets (ignoring phasing information), or 
homozygous for the alternate allele, out of the total number of SNVs in which the individual is 
not homozygous for the reference allele. We again observed markedly reduced genotype 
concordance for these individuals. 
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Figure 2. Biallelic autosomal SNV counts in TGP37 and TGP38. ACB individuals are highlighted with orange circles; 
the eight strongly affected ACB individuals are clearly most different from other ACB individuals in terms of TGP38 
SNV counts. Other outliers are labeled with their assigned populations. 

Evaluation of the related individuals: TGP38 vs. TGP38r 
We evaluated the degree of relatedness of the 150 ‘related individuals’ in TGP38r, expecting all 
of them to show some degree of relatedness to at least one of the individuals in TGP38. We 
computed fingerprints for all TGP38r individuals, then compared them to all TGP38 individuals 
and to each other (Table 3). Over two thirds of the TGP38r individuals can indeed be 
recognized as closely related to TGP38 individuals, with fingerprint correlations above 0.45. On 
the other hand, at least 28 of the TGP38r individuals seem not to be related to anyone else in 
TGP38 or to each other (by correlation < 0.4) and thus could have been included in the TGP38 
set. 
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Table 3. Sixty of 150 related individuals in TGP38r. Left side: top 30 by similarity to TGP38 or to other TGP38r 
individuals, starting with the HG03982-HG03858 pair discussed in the text. Right side: bottom 30 by similarity to 
TGP38 or to other TGP38r individuals, showing correlations consistent with no close family relationships. 
 
One of the ‘related individuals’ in TGP38r (HG03982, STU) has fingerprint correlation of 0.868 
to an individual in TGP38 (HG03858, STU). This fingerprint correlation would suggest these are 
the same individual, and yet HG03858 is annotated as female in IGSR, but HG03982 is 
annotated as male in IGSR. There is no annotation that either of these individuals having any 
relatives in either dataset, nor can we identify any relatives by fingerprint comparison. We 
considered various hypotheses, including whether these individuals could be sex-discordant 
monozygotic twins (as a result of sex change, through differential resolution of XXY karyotype, 
mosaicism, etc.), the result of mislabeling of twin samples, or mislabeled, redundant samples of 
the same individual. 
TGP37 data support HG03858 being genetically female, with two copies of chrX and no chrY. 
We evaluated whether HG03982 could indeed be a male sample as annotated. No chrY data 
were released for TGP38r, and chrX data are available only in the pseudoautosomal regions 
(PARs, which combine data from chrX and chrY). We compared the genotype calls in the PARs 
of HG03858 and HG03982 and observed 91.8% genotype concordance, consistent with these 
being the same person. We evaluated the coverage levels along chrY for both samples (from 
low-coverage data) and found that both are consistent with the absence of chrY. We further 
computed chromosome-specific fingerprints, including for the PARs. The resulting 0.928 
correlation of PAR-specific fingerprints suggests these two samples have the same karyotype 
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(XX) and the same chrX haplotypes, consistent with being sisters or the same individual. For 
comparison, we observe 0.954 correlation of PAR-specific fingerprints of samples HG00578 and 
HG00635 (both female siblings, with overall autosomal fingerprint correlation of 0.689), and 
0.622 correlation of samples HG00512 and HG00501 (male and female siblings, respectively, 
with overall autosomal fingerprint correlation of 0.687). 
We conclude that these two samples are both genetically female. Lacking further information 
about the individual(s), we hypothesize that HG03982 may have been annotated as male as a 
result of a clerical error. 

Other dataset comparisons 
We extended the genome fingerprint correlation analysis of the final datasets (TGP37 vs. 
TGP38, described above) to evaluate (1) the effect of lifting over variants from one reference 
version to another (TGP37 vs. TGP38L), (2) the concordance of such lifting with native mapping 
and variant calling on the new reference (TGP38L vs. TGP38) and (3) the effect of variant 
calling retaining only biallelic SNVs or both biallelic SNVs and indels (TGP38S vs. TGP38). 
These four comparisons yield quite distinct distributions of correlations, with variable numbers of 
outliers (Fig. 3). 

 
Figure 3. Distributions of self-correlations across datasets.  
 
As expected, lifting variants over from one reference to the other yields the most uniform results 
(blue curve in Fig. 3), with no outliers. The ~2% loss in correlation is largely due to some degree 
of variant loss in regions that could not be lifted over, and a small rate of ‘reference switches’ in 
which the alternate allele in GRCh37 becomes the reference allele in GRCh38. 
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The concordance between variant lifting and native mapping (gray curve in Fig. 3) is similar to 
(and slightly higher than) that of the final datasets (black curve in Fig. 3), with the same set of 
outliers. The slightly higher concordance can again be attributed to a more consistent set of 
variants included, and fewer reference/alternate allele discrepancies. 
When comparing the two versions of native variant calling on the new reference, with or without 
indels, the correlations are highest as expected (orange curve in Fig. 3). Surprisingly, this 
comparison yields the largest number of outliers (32 individuals), including all outliers observed 
when comparing TGP37 and TGP38 (16 individuals). These 32 outliers have significantly 
reduced genome fingerprint correlations and genotype concordances (Table 4). 
 

 
Table 4. Observed statistics for the outlier individuals most affected by variant calling including or excluding indels 
(TGP38S vs. TGP38), in comparison to the ‘platinum’ NA12878 genome, the 88 ACB individuals unaffected by this 
bioinformatic difference, and the 2516 similarly unaffected individuals in the entire cohort. 
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Discussion 
We presented here the application of genome fingerprints [5] for quick and simple comparison 
of four versions of the TGP, expressed relative to two versions of the reference genome 
(GRCh37 and GRCh38). In addition to the overall comparison of the full datasets (TGP37 vs. 
TGP38, and related samples), other pairwise comparisons of these versions provided insights 
into the effects of lifting over variants from one reference version to the other (TGP37 vs. 
TGP38L), of lifting over vs. native mapping and variant calling (TGP38L vs. TGP38), and of 
different variant calling procedures (TGP38 vs. TGP38S). Through these comparisons, we 
identified some discrepancies between the datasets, pointing at changes in the list of included 
genomes, some additional cryptic relationships, overall changes in biallelic SNV counts, and 
more significant changes in SNV counts, heterozygosity and genotype concordance affecting a 
subset of the individuals. 
 
Best practices for benchmarking variant calls are largely based on the use of ‘truth set’ 
resources of the Genome In A Bottle (GIAB) Consortium [6–8]. Specifically, TGP38 was 
evaluated by comparing the variant call sets observed for the ‘platinum’ NA12878 genome, and 
computing false positive and false negative call rates in regions for which the GIAB considers 
calls to be high confidence [4]. We observe that such verification may be insufficient for global 
evaluation of large genome datasets including samples from diverse population backgrounds, 
which may be differentially affected by reference and software changes. As a partial way to 
mitigate this deficiency, we recommend performing global dataset comparisons using genome 
fingerprints and other general-purpose [9] or domain-specific metrics. Such ‘relative 
benchmarking’, in which each individual genome can serve as its own reference, can 
supplement ‘absolute benchmarking’ relative to truth sets. As a result of such relative 
benchmarking, multiple discrepancies may become evident that cannot be immediately resolved 
in the absence of a truth set; resolving such discrepancies would certainly necessitate further 
computational analyses and, in some cases, experimental testing. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Datasets. We obtained four versions of the 1000 genomes dataset, phase 3: 

1. TGP37 : Variant calls relative to the GRCh37 (hg19) version of the human genome 
reference (N=2504). ftp://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/release/20130502/ 

2. TGP38L: Variant calls for the same set of genomes, “lifted over” to the GRCh38 (hg38) 
version of the human reference and using dbSNP v. 149 (N=2504). 
http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/release/20130502/supporting/GRCh38_positio
ns/ 

3. TGP38 : A set of integrated phased biallelic SNP and indel calls, directly called against 
the GRCh38 (hg38) version of the human reference (N=2548). 
http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/data_collections/1000_genomes_project/releas
e/20190312_biallelic_SNV_and_INDEL/ 

4. TGP38S: Integrated phased biallelic SNP calls, directly called against the GRCh38 
(hg38) version of the human reference (N=2548). 
http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/data_collections/1000_genomes_project/releas
e/20181203_biallelic_SNV/ 
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We also downloaded three sets of genomes of samples related to those in the main 1000 
genomes dataset: 

1. TGP37r: Integrated phased biallelic SNP and indel calls, relative to GRCh37 (N=31). 
http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/data_collections/1000_genomes_project/releas
e/20181203_biallelic_SNV/supporting/related_samples/ 

2. TGP38r: Integrated phased biallelic SNP and indel calls, relative to GRCh38 (N=150). 
http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/data_collections/1000_genomes_project/releas
e/20190312_biallelic_SNV_and_INDEL/supporting/related_samples/ 

3. TGP38Sr: Integrated phased biallelic SNP calls, relative to GRCh38 (N=150). 
http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/data_collections/1000_genomes_project/releas
e/20181203_biallelic_SNV/supporting/related_samples/ 

 
Whole-genome fingerprinting.  We computed fingerprints for all genomes in all sets as 
described [5], with L=200. Unless otherwise specified, all genome fingerprints include only 
biallelic autosomal SNVs. This computation does not include the pseudoautosomal regions 
(PARs) of chromosomes X and Y. 
 
Chromosome fingerprinting.  To compute single-chromosome fingerprints, we restricted SNV 
pair collection to each chromosome and normalized the single-chromosome raw fingerprints 
separately, yielding single-chromosome normalized fingerprints. Other than restricting the range 
to the individual chromosome, the procedure is identical to that used for computing 
whole-genome fingerprints. We applied this procedure also to the PARs. 
 
Other metrics. We computed the SNV count of an individual as the number of biallelic SNVs 
observed in their genome in either heterozygous state or homozygous for the alternate allele. 
We computed the heterozygosity of an individual as the number of biallelic SNVs observed in 
their genome in heterozygous state, divided by their SNV count. We computed the genotype 
concordance of an individual between two datasets as the number of biallelic SNVs in which the 
individual is heterozygous in both two datasets (ignoring phasing of heterozygous sites) or 
homozygous alternate allele in both datasets, divided by the total number of biallelic SNVs in 
which the individual was not homozygous reference in both datasets. 
 
Availability.  Genome fingerprints (L=200) for all datasets are available through the genome 
fingerprints project website, db.systemsbiology.net/gestalt/genome_fingerprints. Code for 
computing genome fingerprints is available from github.com/gglusman/genome-fingerprints. 
 
Abbreviations used 
GIAB: Genome In A Bottle Consortium 
GRCh37, GRCh38: Genome Reference Consortium, human reference versions 37 and 38 
IGSR: International Genome Sample Resource, http://www.internationalgenome.org 
SNV: Single-nucleotide variant 
TGP: Thousand Genomes Project 
TGP37, TGP37r, TGP38, TGP38L, TGP38r, TGP38S: The TGP datasets studied in this work 
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